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There is a lake, about 36kms from 
Tawang called Sangetser Tso, that I had 
visited a few years ago. It makes for a 
surreal setting and is a fascinating sight. 
Being early in the winter (December) it 
was not yet completely frozen. But there 
were a few people walking on it. I could 
not resist the thought of walking on the 
frozen areas of the lake. About a 100 feet 
in, the unexpected happened. The ice 
gave way under my foot and I had to 
scramble in a panic to a safer place, but 
not without my leg going into the icy-
cold waters first. As the shock subsided, 
I realized that it could have been much 
worse if all of me had fallen in. Speaking 
to the jawans on the shore, I was told 
that I had been pretty stupid. Those I had 
seen walking were experienced with the 
lake and knew the areas that had thin 
ice. I should have asked someone before 
venturing onto the frozen lake. But that is 
life…we are not always smart enough to 
take help. We do not realize that our 
assumptions can be faulty.

The last couple of years markets have been 
operating on the assumption that high 
liquidity and low interest rates are here to 
stay. Cheap money goes with high PE ratios. 
Cheaper money goes with higher PE ratios. 
As I had written in the January newsletter, 
low interest rates are making investors 
willing to pay more for assets. But as the 
circus became a runaway success, did 
anyone think of changing the act? No. Asset 
prices are stretched but the circus continues. 
The events of the last few days in the USA 
and India amply reminded investors that we 
are on thin ice.

Navigating such markets requires different 
strategies, conviction and a bucket full of 
patience. But most importantly asset 
managers continuously need to be asking 
themselves – what is the narrative that the 
market is following? What is the narrative 
that we are following? And, has the narrative 
changed? The joker in the pack of questions 
though, is “Should the narrative change?”

Skating on Thin Ice



Debt Markets Sneezed. 
Equities Catch Cold.

The February 5th Monetary Policy Review by 
the RBI was a turning point for recent events. 
The RBI announced that they would withdraw 
surplus liquidity of INR 2 trillion from the almost 
INR 8 trillion system liquidity. Combine this with 
the realization that there would be more than 
anticipated borrowing by the government in this 
financial year, that there would be high 
borrowings to fund the government’s plans in 
the next year and you had a recipe for panic. 

To be fair, we all knew that we were at the 
bottom of the rate cycle but the move up was 
not anticipated for another year at least. The 
market got spooked earlier than anticipated in 
spite of the RBI trying hard to convince it 
otherwise.

Debt Markets
It is in the interest of the RBI to keep yields low 
while the market is demanding higher rates. As 
I write we still do not know who is winning this 
round, the RBI or the Market. What is clear is 
that our strategy for incremental bond 
investment has to change tactically, till the 
rates settle down. And the inflation trend 
becomes clear. Generally, the longer maturities 
get impacted more with such changes, but this 
time around it was the shorter maturities that 
were impacted as it was short term rates that 
had fallen the most due to excessive liquidity.

Our portfolios have managed the current round 
of volatility pretty well as we were reasonably 
spread across different maturities in our choice 
of funds. 



The rising bond yields across the world have panicked equity markets too. As bond returns go up, 
the expected returns on equity also go up. For future returns to improve, the present prices have to
fall. This is the simple logic! Projections on USD strength will also undergo a change in the short 
term. What is happening now is like “Taper Tantrums – Part 2”. Sharp moves in the market will be 
the order of the day. The prescription for such times is a good dollop of cash in the portfolio how 
much ever one will crib about low returns from cash!

Equities



The Difficulty of Being 
Small Cap.

• High volatility should have favored higher returns through SIP. But no – Sundaram Small Cap 
and Aditya Birla Small Cap fund both among the most volatile delivered the worst SIP returns. 
High risk is not equal to high returns.

• If a fund has 4 continuous good years, it must be good for all times, isn’t it? No – L&T Emerging 
Business Fund had four good years and then the fund manager changed. The 
underperformance after the change was enough to negate all the good work done earlier, 
making it among the worst performer last three years.

• A fund has to be in the top performers list all the time to make it a long-term star. Not always! 
SBI Small Cap fund had 2 bad years among 6 but it has the best 5-year performance.

Busted myths:

1. Studying long term risk adjusted returns like the Sharpe Ratio is helpful in identifying good 
funds.

2. A good fund manager is critical to the success of the funds. Whenever there is a change, be 
alert to changes in performance parameters.

3. Studying only data is not enough, qualitative factors should be taken into consideration to 
identify consistent performers. Aiming for the number 1 performer is not always possible, 
and it is better than one accepts this.

4. Diversification in small cap sectors helps given the inconsistency in performance.
5. SIPs work better with the well managed small cap funds.
6. Size matters. Larger the corpus, tougher to outperform.

6 things to learn from 
this data set:



The Wonderland

Equity, which is the asset we keep harping upon as a wealth creator, 
does not even find a place as a distinct investment avenue in this survey. 

It is part of "Others". And, the part of the population that needs to 
aggressively create wealth has the least exposure to "Others" - the bulk 
is in wealth destroyers like savings bank accounts and fixed deposits. As 

to what is being sold in the name of Insurance is anybody's guess!
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